A CRIMINAL PERSPECTIVE ON EXPLOIT PACKS
Introduction

Criminals refer to it as a “BEP”. As the name intones the entire computer exploit process begins with a web browser. The web browser’s ubiquitous use in daily life has given rise to the Browser Exploit Pack as the infection vehicle darling of the Underground.

There are multiple Internet channels available for pushing malware to a victim such as email, P2P file sharing, instant messenger, and social media. A live exploit pack only requires a victim “drive by” – a trivial website visit – a soft push after exploring layer 7 for vulnerabilities.

We installed and configured over 40 exploit packs¹ in order to better understand the different family’s value in criminal use scenarios. In this paper we chronicle the exploit pack genesis and historical evolution. We discuss the spectrum of technical acumen required to successfully install and use different exploit pack families. Finally we detail the monetization and code protection mechanisms currently in place as well as the overall effectiveness of these different exploit pack families.

For optimal exploration we created dedicated networks for exploit pack installation. Our drive by victim machines were running Windows XP The client machine acting as a drive by victim was running Windows XP SP2 and we excluded all further patches². To further give these exploit packs every chance of exploitation success we installed old versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, Adobe Reader, Flash, Java Virtual Machine, Windows Media Player, and other applications. Generally the application version was matched to a release in late 2004 or early 2005 since that was the approximate time frame that the first exploit packs were released.

---

¹ A special thank you to the security community for their assistance in locating/sharing various exploit packs

² This was a reasonable operating system state since Windows XP SP2 use is still pervasive.
Evolution

We remember the first exploit packs being publicly released in 2005. Prior to that most exploit capable malware was written in C++ and used in IRC. One of the first available sources was SDBot in 2002, and similar exploit capable IRC bots were released in the following years. In the beginning IRC bots used exploit techniques that primarily focused on services scanning and using vulnerabilities for those discovered services. Although scanning is still prevalent, Microsoft’s introduction of the Windows XP SP2 default enabled firewall led to decreased scanning effectiveness and resulting lower numbers of mass infections.

Early IRC bot’s update channels often relied on HTTP. Logically, HTTP quickly became the criminal control protocol of choice and has long since eclipsed IRC. The earliest exploit pack families like Mpack, Icepack, and Infector have evolved into newer versions (Icepack Platinum) and newer families (Black Hole, Incognito, Bleeding Life). In fact, most of the exploit pack families have undergone multiple version updates in the past 6 six years. We tested 5 versions of 0x88, 3 versions of Eleonore, 4 versions of El Fiesta, 5 versions of Icepack, 3 versions of Fragus, 2 versions of NeoSploit, 6 versions of Mpack, etc.

Typically the version updates we examined contained (naturally) additional exploits, but many also contained bug fixes and more intuitive and visually appealing control panel interfaces through the inclusion of AJAX functionality and larger images. For example, Black Hole is currently very popular, but the exploits it uses are almost identical to many other packs, likely indicating that the control panel – a tasteful and well-designed user interface that incorporates professional CSS, crisp icons, and Javascript - is responsible for its prolific Underground status.

3 Agobot, Spybot, rBot etc.
4 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
Installation

Essentially a browser exploit pack is a bundle of PHP and HTML files coupled with a list of exploit files (sometimes named by CVE) designed to target the OS, browser, or other application. Once installed, the exploit pack provides an easy to use control page for the exploit process, accessible to anyone with basic Internet experience.

Newer generations contained additional JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) files for an enhanced control panel experience, but fundamentally all of these packs were similar. Even the directory structure deviated only slightly between families.

Listing of several exploit codebase in Zero exploit pack

---

6 The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures framework : cve.mitre.org
When we began installing we found that few of the exploit packs were accompanied by installation instructions. Crimepack and Icepack were two exceptions that included reasonable documentation.

Every exploit pack we tested relied on LAMP\(^7\). Successful setup required a basic knowledge of Apache, PHP installation, MySQL, and a general familiarity with UNIX. The “Infector exploit pack” (2006) contained a GUI option on the setup.php page for database creation, but it failed to create our database.

\(^7\) Linux/Apache/Mysql/PHP
Almost every exploit pack we configured required a MySQL database. When a database layout wasn’t included with the source, we were left guessing about the specific database structure. As most databases looked similar and the PHP code provided clues, we were usually successful in rebuilding the databases to get the code to work.

The Unique exploit pack provided a well-organized and straightforward config.php file for variable configuration. All of the exploit packs contained a config.php or admin.php file which was almost always located in the root directory or in the “admin” directory. In addition to specifying the correct path for the exploit redirection PHP files, other important variables included credentials for the database and administrator control panel as well as the databases’ location. The administrator page was usually found in /admin/admin.php, /admin/stats.php, or /stats.php. The older exploit packs contained fewer directories and a longer list of files in the root directory.

The newer exploit kits referenced control panel password hashes that required editing where the password was not explicitly provided. Generally the hash was created from a typical SQL password.

Approximately half of the exploit packs we tested contained a .sql file for importation, which naturally made the database configuration easier. Other exploit packs contained no help files for the expected database structure. We were left guessing. One table? How many fields? A fair amount of trial and error was required.
Conversely, Eleonore was a perfect experience with easy database setup. Once the .sql file was imported the control panel immediately displayed the statistics from the last criminal who created the file.
The administrator control panels were all very similar because they contained the same functionalities and for the most part changes in families or versions all appeared to be incremental copies of each other.

Value added control panel elements included JavaScript (a few included encoding) iframe generation, local or remote file upload for a malicious payload, and granular searching and file loading across the infected victim set.
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A number of the older exploit packs like Adpack, Gpack, Siberia, and Yes contained foreign character sets that made navigating the control panel difficult, and obviously they were built for a non-English speaking audience. The most prominent ‘foreign’ language we encountered was Russian. A few control panels even presented an English or Russian login option.

Black Hole was another prominent exploit pack built in Russian for the ever present Russian speaking exploit pack community. It was built with an English and Russian Language login option.
The Blackhole exploit pack presented a highly evolved user interface that extensively used dynamic AJAX page updates. One of the key updates was the user defined statistics widgets. The option to block specific HTTP referrers or IP addresses was also very intuitive.
EFFECTIVENESS

Exploit packs are criminally appealing because victim exploitation is quick and seamless if a vulnerability exists. The victim may not notice anything different in their computer’s behavior post drive-by. The majority of exploit packs we tested simply required the client computer visit the root index.php page. The newer families required a drive-by to a specifically crafted URI that corresponded to a specific “user” (renter) of the managed exploit pack.

The exploit pack itself resides squarely in the middle of a victim computer’s journey to joining a multi-source malware HTTP botnet like SpyEye. The first step is typically HTTP redirection. A victim visits a webpage that contains a hidden <iframe> which redirects the victim’s browser to another redirection page or to the HTTP server hosting the exploit pack. The exploit pack attempts to exploit a list of vulnerabilities on the victim computer. If exploitation is achieved then the victim computer maintains a “keep alive” state with the exploit pack server. The exploit pack has opened a door and is keeping it open. At this point a malicious payload may be pushed to the victim for installation. These payloads typically involve a bot binary. Once the binary is installed, the victim machine joins the intended HTTP botnet. There are many different variations on this drive-by exploitation life cycle, but the aforementioned steps are typical.

In evaluating the potency and effectiveness of any particular exploit pack, we recognized that our testing environment was incomplete without using the specified HTTP referrers that might prevent the exploit pack from executing the correct routine. The newer exploit packs will only perform if the HTTP referrer is correct, the assumption being that without the correct referrer (the designed HTTP redirector) the index page visit is hostile – a wayward web visit at best and a security researcher at worst.
Gpack and Adpack infected our client via Internet Explorer and subsequently registered the infection statistic in the control panel even though we were unable to read the actual text.
A number of exploit packs compromised our victim client though the database exploitation statistic never registered. Zopack (anti-American sentiment included) was one such example.
After visiting the Zopack index.php page the only visual indication of exploit activity was the Adobe Reader license agreement dialogue box which was only present because the application had never been opened (as set during image creation). Otherwise, from a victim perspective the exploitation was completely quiet.

Immediately after the pdf.pdf file was transferred and our machine was exploited, the client made a DNS A record query for b0t.cc which was no longer a valid domain at the time of analysis.
Sploit25 was another exploit pack that infected our client, and did not increment the control panel infection counter. The only visual sign of exploitation was Adobe Reader momentarily embedded in Internet Explorer.

Some exploit pack HTTP landing pages were blank during exploitation and others displayed a 404 message like Gpack. A blank page containing an embedded iframe with a 1x1 pixel was invisible and therefore unnoticed by our victim.

Other exploit packs including Armitage, Eleanore, and Icepack all displayed various dialogue boxes during exploitation.

Overall, we encountered a 30% infection rate “out of the box”. A number of variables were likely responsible for an exploit pack’s failure to exploit our victim computer. The two most prevalent reasons were missing files and/or incorrect HTTP referrers.
A growing number of exploit packs have incorporated functionality that adds additional users or sellers to the database. Fragus was one of the first exploit packs that allowed the administrator to add a seller and provide him with a unique URI. The control panel interface allowed the administrator to track installations originating from any particular seller. A seller could drive traffic to the exploit pack administrator and receive the associated compensation.

The URI provided to the seller was comprised of a variable within a link. The link variables we observed were typically hash values. These hash values were based on user specific settings or a randomly generated string. This allowed the administrator to track and pay for the number of installations by individual seller.

The applicable exploit packs also provided sellers with a personalized statistics page which displayed installations and HTTP visits.

Some exploit packs referred to these individuals as “resellers.”
Incognito (and other recent packs) offered an option to rent the pack to multiple users, which allowed the exploit pack owner to act as a broker. The system tracked the ‘users’ and connected ‘sellers’ by supplying separate statistics for each seller and login function for each user as well as provided options to host different executables for each user.

Since the creation of Pay-Per-Install (PPI), “shaving”, - a percentage of installations are subtracted from the actual total – has been a favorite criminal pastime. This practice regularly leads to conflicts between the ‘seller’ and the ‘controller’ as statistics fail to properly coalesce. We have observed botnets were 90% of the traffic was ‘shaved’ from the bot herder’s counter.

During Incognito analysis we noticed that the administrator interface contained an option to set a ‘shave’ percentage for each user.

The first infection point within the exploit code page was a ‘percent of traffic’ value which was used to discount HTTP visit counters from the sellers’ user group. In our particular instance, 30% of the total users’ traffic was unrecognized.
These nulled hits’ were viewable on a designated page. This ‘Special Account’ titled page allowed the administrator to set a special executable for each user in the system. The administrator was siphoning ‘nulled’ traffic from system users for additional profits.

We successfully infected 6 machines (see above) out of 8 total hosts that visited our exploit page. If our Incognito instance was live on the Internet these statistics are what the seller would have seen. However the ‘special account’ page displayed the actual traffic statistics for ‘user1’ as 11 (8+3). These 3 visits represented the shaved traffic percentage that was available for further administrator redirection.
So how are these ‘runs’ monetized? The exploit pack’s objective is to install an executable on the exploited client. These executables often fall in the banking Trojan class like SpyEye or Carberp, which intercept online banking transactions.

Fake antivirus scareware is another popular executable pushed via exploit packs. Below is a fake antivirus package that was installed subsequent to our machine’s infection via a Black hole exploit pack. The scareware caused a constant stream of system infection messages while at the same time the browser was rendered useless with virus notifications.

This fake anti-virus installation would count as a ‘run’ for the ‘seller’ and translate into a micro-payment, which when multiplied by thousands of victim computers equals real money.
An exploit pack is valued by its effective exploitation rate, support availability, and value added functionality. When exploit pack code is leaked to the criminal public, the user value immediately diminishes. Exploit pack authors all have the same problem: the buyer has access to the source code. There is also the possibility that a buyer might marginally modify the code and sell it as a different competing family/brand. To protect their intellectual property, some exploit pack writers have relied on PHP source code encoding.

The Blackhole exploit pack is one example where the source was protected using Ioncube. Zend is a different encoding product used by other exploit packs. When Ioncube is used, the technical skills required to setup a working exploit pack slightly increase as the Ioncube libraries must be correctly installed. A default LAMP installation is not sufficient to host the code.

These tools do provide a layer of protection and criminals are constantly searching for methods to defeat the protection. This has created demand for a ‘dezending’ or ‘decoding’ service. In our experience these services produced mixed results. While we observed successful ‘dezending’ examples, Ioncube decoding appeared to be more challenging. Several freeware tools have appeared in the public domain advertising Ioncube decoding capabilities, but our analysis indicated that one of those tools was only partially able to decrypt the code, leaving the majority of it obfuscated and unusable.

Tools like Ioncube offer the exploit pack author or re-seller additional advantages by restricting the code’s usability to a specific IP address or domain name. For each visit, the Ioncube code check’s if the page is hosted on a server using the correct domain or IP address. It can also perform a sanity check based on the server’s system time. This presents the exploit pack market with a new type of commodity. The code can be conditionally sold and prices set accordingly. For example, underground advertisements tout exploit packs for sale with a 6 month license that is limited to 1 specific domain.

\(^9\) [http://www.ioncube.com] - Ioncube is a completely legitimate tool which offers programmers PHP code / intellectual property protection.
In 2005, the authors of browser exploit packs had little patience for users who were incapable of using Linux, setting up a MySQL database, or correctly securing an Apache installation. Six years later BEP authors want to sell to non-technical fraudsters. These users are not primarily interested in the theft and replication of the pack and they are happy to rent an exploit pack installation and forgo the configuration headaches.

Criminal SaaS (Software as a Service) is not a new concept, and exploit pack authors may look to create new packs using server side frameworks like Rails where buyers can host on managed services such as bullet proof hosting criminal versions similar to Heroku. These systems allow for a quick and scalable deployment while at the same time keeping the back end code opaque.

We see no reason for the exploit pack’s (especially managed) popularity to decrease in coming years. Users who patch and update are generally immune to drive by attacks, unless a previously unknown exploit is in use. Given the security community’s quick response to any new threat, even a pack containing a “0 day” exploit probably loses its initial potency within 48 hours.

Future packs will continue to bundle stale and new exploits while improving the control panel interface and adding easy use features that enable fraudsters to diversify their revenue streams. We believe exploit pack authors will delay development work on mobile browser exploit packs until criminal demand for traditional packs decreases significantly across the Underground.